Comparison between Socialism, Capitalism, and Islamic Economic Systems
 Socialism or Communism: “From each according to his ability, to each according to his needs.” By Karl Marx. Communism
economic system attempts to maximize happiness by forcing equality of outcome.
 Capitalism: Is an economic system characterized by private ownership of the means of production, especially in the industrial
sector. Capitalism economic system attempts to maximize happiness by maximizing the production of goods and services. When
you’re in a system that is designed to maximize production, the success of you as an individual is a function of how much goods
and services you’ve been able to produce and sell. This is why stay-at-home mothers in a Capitalist society are valued at zero
despite their functions being invaluable to a society’s overall health and happiness.
 Islam: Even within heaven and hell, Muslims believe there are levels. This is consistent with the concept of fairness since not
having levels means that different levels of good deeds or bad deeds would be rewarded with the same outcome. But essential
needs including: water, open pastures and fire (energy) are common, i.e. owned by the public (government).
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